ANSWER
V oc abu l ar y& ex a mp l e s entence
1. food

2. share 3. sensitive

4. energy

5.attitude

6. meals

7. important 8. also

Li sten in g
A.

The first half of Poll’s answer to a question

Listen and find the eight mistakes.
Well, I don’t know…this is the biggest culture are many things are very different but I think
food is very different. Of course, the actual food is… you know I’m English so English meal is
of course are very different and Japanese meal. But I think people’s attitudes and ideas about
food are very different. Ah… in Japan, of course people share food are share dishes together
and also food is very very people go on trips to places to meet food and you know people very
well, very sensitive about food. In Britain, you have your own dish, you have all of food around
plate. Of course it’s rude take food from somebody else’s plate are actually really rude. That’s
not good right? So that’s took a little when I came to Japan took a little bit get use to I had get
taking food from different plate and people eat in what good food in England but really food is
not so as important as in Japan.
B. The latter half of Poll’s answer to a question
Listen and fill in spaces.
Japanese food is much more important. People in England just want to eat something right?
Get energy, going to something right? That’s important. And so in Britain you know …not
yeah… attitude and feeling about food are very different I think much food much more
important in Japan. Even British people eat more foods.

C. Comprehension
1. He is from Britain. ( England)

2. About food.

D. sentence
1. What is the biggest difference you noticed between your culture and Japanese culture?
2. That’s not good right?

E. Asking for your opinion
1. Your answer 2. Your answer 3. Your answer

